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Case: 51351 Support for additional filter control types for FOAPAL fields

Added support for Multi-Level-List and Searchbox-Multi control types to the FOAPAL filter controls.

Case: 51633 Add Job Status to Job Labor Report

Add Job Status to Job Labor Report

Case: 51727 New Report: Earnings and Dedn by Period Net Pay

Create a new report that combines Pay Period Earnings Details and Pay Period Dedn Destails by Period.

Make the Dedn *-1 so the total is the net pay

Allow for filter of specific dedn and earn codes together

Report is found under the Payroll menu called Earn and Dedn Period Summary
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Global Changes That Affect All Applications

Case: 44365 Add 'Download Excel Import Template' column to Manage Tables screen

Added the ability to download an Excel template from the Queries -> Table Builder -> Manage Tables screen.

Case: 51354 Letter Generator

Added a "Letter Generator" template editor which allows users to create their own PDF templates.

When enabled, this feature will show up next to the Export to PDF button in the bottom right corner of a report. There is also
integration with our Communication Centre so that dynamically generated letters can be automatically attached to emails and
sent immediately or scheduled to be delivered at a later date.

(This feature is no longer in BETA. It is fully available with a Premium Maintenance subscription.)

Case: 51432 Table builder sequence name too long

Fixed a bug where creating a table through table builder with a 30 character name and telling the system there is no primary key
would fail to create the associated sequence.

Case: 51482 #Substitution# values when using multi-select filters

Fixed an inconsistency when applying values to #substitition# placeholders while executing a custom reporting page. This may fix
some situations but break others.

For example, if you wrote a query like this:

    WHERE field IN (#subs#)

...and you selected multiple values, before this version you would get:

    WHERE field IN ('123abc', '567def')

...but if you selected a single value, before this version you would get:

    WHERE field IN (123abc)

If you used IN ('#subs#') that would fix single value filters but break multi-value filters.

Moving forward, the system will add quotes when filtering on a single value if the filter control type is a multi filter. The correct
approach when using Query Builder / Page Builder will be to leave the quotes out of the query if you plan to use a multi filter, and
when prompted for a value in order to test the execution of the query, you should enter the value wrapped in quotes which will
emulate the way the filter will work when executing the report.

Case: 51541 Report Execution Log

Added a new report to the Administration -> Information menu in each application named Report Execution Log. This will show
administrators a historic log of which reports have been executed and when.

Case: 51550 Add baseline indicator to Dynamic Filter Procedures screen

Added a new informational checkbox column to the Dynamic Filter Procedures screen which will show whether a record is
baseline or custom/client specific.
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Case: 51668 Single Record View - Undo/Redo new record error

Fixed an error when clicking the "Undo" button after adding a new row in "Single Record View" mode.

Case: 51696 Oracle 12c support ending Fall 2022

Please note that FAST will require the database to be running at least Oracle 19c when version 4.9.00 is released in Fall 2022.

Case: 51708 Open Menu Path link from Field Search report in new tab

Updated the hyperlink on the Menu Path column of the Field Search control to always open the report in a new browser tab.

Case: 51777 Subtotals are not displaying on the Dashboard

Fixed a bug where a grid from a Pinned Report that uses Advanced Options subtotaling would not correctly display the subtotal
amount values when displayed on the Dashboard.

Case: 51827 MCSL Customer Support button

Allow cases that are "Resolved (Done in TEST, needs moving to PROD)" status to show up in the MCSL Customer Support
popup.

Case: 51875 Page Wizard - Can't make column a dropdown list

Fixed a bug in the data entry page builder wizard where a read only column of an existing data entry page could not be changed
to be a dropdown list.

Case: 51914 Issue with Client Warehouse Builder

Fixed an issue where < or > or + symbols would get HTML-encoded when saving a query on the Client Warehouse Builder
screen.
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